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1. My talk today

• Why study economics?

• The benefits of free trade
• What Brexit is about
• The impact to date
• Longer-term costs and benefits

• The economics of inequality

• Q&A



2. Why study economics?

• Economics is about how people decide what to do 
with scarce resources, and the roles of markets, 
companies and governments in these decisions

• Scarce resources include time (work or play?) and 
money (save or spend, and spend on what?)

• Good economics is about improving people’s welfare 

• Great for all-rounders (not just about maths!)

• Wide variety of career options

• Lots of practical applications



3. What is ‘free trade’?

• ‘Free trade’ is when people and businesses can buy 
goods and services from whomever and wherever 
they like, including from abroad, without 
obstruction from governments 

• In practice, trade barriers are common, including

- tariffs (taxes on imports)

- non-tariff barriers (such as ‘red tape’, quotas, 
and outright bans on trade)



4. Why free trade is good

• It allows people, businesses and countries to 
specialise in what they do best (economists refer here 
to ‘comparative advantage’ and ‘economies of scale’) 

• Good for productivity… 
- more competition forces domestic producers to 

become more efficient
- access to larger pool of capital (money to invest)
- sharing of skills and knowledge

• Consumers benefit from lower prices and more choice



5. Should Bukayo Saka clean his own windows?

• Bukayo Saka can make a lot of 
money playing football, so his 
opportunity cost of doing 
anything else is very high

• ‘Harry’ might also be a decent footballer but nowhere 
near as good as Bukayo. His opportunity cost of cleaning 
windows is therefore lower. 

• Bukayo has a comparative advantage. He can afford to 
pay Harry more to clean his windows than Harry could 
make playing football. A win-win!



6. Why is free trade so controversial?

• Many still argue that we need to be saved from 
‘cheap foreign imports’

• There are some legitimate concerns, e.g. about 
standards. But trade barriers often provide a large 
benefit to a small number of people who find it 
easier to lobby groups for public support.

• It is difficult for politicians to resist calls to protect 
small farmers, or steelworkers – even though far 
more people would benefit from lower prices



7. Brexit: it’s not just about the economics… 

“I’ve never met anyone who’s said…

I’d be in favour of Brexit if I thought the impact on 
GDP would be less than 2%, but I’ll be in favour of 
Remain if I thought it was more than 5%

It’s the issues of identity and culture and politics that 
are motivating people.”

Mervyn King, 2019
(Former Bank of England Governor)



• Closer political ties with the US, 
Asia and the rest of the world, 
including the Commonwealth

• Does a relatively large share of 
its trade with the rest of the 
world, rather than the EU

• Strong services sector –
especially the City of London 
(largely ‘Brexit-proof’)

• Global use of English

8. Why the UK might be ‘different’



• Single Market

- four freedoms of movement                         
(goods, services, capital, people)

- regulations that apply to whole economy

• Customs Union
- no internal ‘tariffs’ (taxes on imports)
- common external tariffs
- little scope for independent trade policy

9. The EU’s two main economic pillars



1. ‘Borders’: end free movement 
of people from the EU 

2. ‘Laws’: leave the EU’s Single 
Market and end jurisdiction of 
European courts

3. ‘Money’: stop paying into the 
EU budget

10. Brexit means ‘taking back control’ of…

And we should add…

4. ‘Trade policy’: leave the EU’s Customs Union
5. ‘Fish’



11. The costs of Brexit uncertainty

• Even before Brexit itself, the 2016 vote to leave the 
EU had some significant impacts on the UK economy:

1. The value of the pound fell, making imports more 
expensive and leading to an increase in inflation 
(only partly offset by a boost to exports)

2. Business investment stalled

3. Some business was lost from the City

4. Net migration from the EU slowed (only partly 
offset by an increase from the rest of the world)



• Potential costs
- new tariffs and non-tariff barriers for trade with EU
- knock-on effects on investment and productivity

• Potential benefits
- lower barriers to trade with rest of world
- freedom to determine own regulations and taxes
- savings on contributions to EU budget

• Could go either way
- greater control of immigration
- Impact on real wages

12. Brexit long-term economic costs and benefits



• ‘Inequality’ is an uneven distribution of income, wealth 
or other resources, such as access to education, 
housing and healthcare

• ‘Poverty’ can be defined in many different ways
• ‘Relative poverty’ is about how your income compares 

to others. For example, a household earning less than 
60% of the average income might be considered ‘poor’

• ‘Absolute poverty’ is measured against a fixed 
benchmark, like $2 a day, or not being able to afford 
certain goods and services (‘material deprivation’)

13. What is inequality?



• May mean more people are in absolute poverty

• Sense of ‘unfairness’: envy, greed, more social tensions 
and so on. Rise of ‘populist’ and extremist movements

• Can be bad for economic growth…

1. Rich people tend to spend a smaller proportion of 
their income than poor people, so rising inequality 
can reduce total demand

2. Inequality can also harm the supply side of the 
economy, for example by restricting social mobility 
and having an unhealthy labour force

14. Why might inequality be bad?



• Equality of opportunity is more important than 
equality of outcomes: unequal outcomes might be the 
reward for effort and provide the incentive to improve

• There may be a trade-off between inequality and 
poverty: better to have a more unequal society where 
incomes range from £10,000 to £10 million than one 
where they range from £5,000 to £100,000?

• ‘Emerging economies’ usually see an increase in 
income inequality as they develop, but is this is a price 
worth paying to reduce absolute poverty?

15. Why might inequality be good?



• Redistribution: taking from the rich to give to the poor, 
with progressive taxes and means-tested benefits

• More ambitious minimum income programmes, like 
‘Universal Basic Income’ (UBI)

• Actively penalising the rich: diversity quotas, salary 
caps, shutting private schools, etc. (aka ‘class war’)

• Tackling the underlying problems, e.g. making sure 
that work pays, building more houses, improving the 
quality of basic services like health and education 
(more ‘market-based’ solutions)

16. Approaches to tackling inequality



17. Football and inequality

• Why is Harry Kane paid so 
much money?

• Why do male footballers earn 
more than female ones (and 
does this matter)?

• Should there be a cap on 
players salaries? 

• Should more be done to ‘level the playing field’ 
between big and small clubs?
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